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Board Meeting Minutes 
10/28/2021 

 

 
Members Present    
Gem Bell  Ben Ferguson Ricky King  Mandy White    
Adren Crawford  Tim Ferguson           Joe Stephens                 Holly Wood     
Donna Criswell                   David Johnson Jeff Thomas 
        
Members Absent 
Dawn Bramblett               Dr. Jeff Sisk   Stewart Stanfill   
Patricia Jones               John Smith   Andy Weeks  
 
Board Staff Present 
Kena Hamm 
 
Others Present 
Mike Smith             Amy Faulkner   Vonda Mathenia  Christy McMahan 
Allie Smith             Leah Holman   Mark Chandler  Shellonda Rucker 
Stephen Milligan             John Hodgson   Tracey Exum  Lori Burdine 
Aneadra Pearson             Mayor Larry Smith  Ariel McGahey  Mayor Barry Hutcherson 
Mayor Mike Creasy           Mayor David Livingston Mayor Bill Rawls   
 
 
Welcome: Welcome by Board Chair, Ben Ferguson. Roll call. Quorum acknowledged. Conflict of Interest statements were 
collected for all members present. 
 
Approval of Minutes: Board Chair, Ben Ferguson entertained a motion to approve the 07/22/2021 meeting minutes.  David 
Johnson made a motion to approve the minutes from the last board meeting.  Second by Gem Bell.  All in favor; none opposed. 
Motion carried.   Board Chairman requested a change to the agenda to be respectful of those giving reports. Board had no 
objections to the change; therefore, reports were moved ahead of the discussion to allow presenters to leave if they have 
other obligations. 
 
New Business: Two local policy revisions up for review: On-the-Job Training and Youth Paid Work Experience policies. Iterim 

Executive Director, Kena Hamm provided background for the revisions. Current OJT policy is causing barriers to serving 

students involved in co-op opportunities after school. OJT policy revision removes limitation of part-time employment. 

Revision to the Youth PWE policy changes from a maximum of 16 hours per week for 12 weeks up to a maximum of 20 hours 

per week for 16 weeks. Board Chair entertained questions regarding the policy revisions. There were no questions. Mandy 

White made motion to approve policy changes as presented. Tim Ferguson seconded the motion. All approved; none opposed. 

Motion carried.   

Reports: The financial, AJC & Director reports were provided to the full board prior to the meeting for review. Reports were 

presented for discussion and questions during the meeting. 

• Executive Committee:  As per Board Chairman, executive committee met with outgoing Executive Director, Vicki 

Bunch for an exit interview. No meetings were held by the executive committee in terms of taking action for the 

board. 
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• Financial Report:  Financial report ending August 31, 2021 presented by Christy McMahan, SWHRA Fiscal Director.  

Kena Hamm inquired  as to why the report does not include MPCR. Christy stated that the report is as of August 31st 

and fiscal does not have the current quarter’s MPCR. Holly Wood inquired as to where the MPCR information is for 

the financial report. Christy stated that the last MPCR was reported as of June 30th and this report ends August 31st. 

Ben Ferguson recommended that a column for participant expenditures be added to the financial report. It was 

highlighted that there has been no progress in expending the Choate contract. Despite multiple attempts have been 

made to engage the employer, Choate has not participated in the process. If not expended by the contract end date 

of 12/31/21, the funds will be recaptured by the state. 

• OSO Report:  OSO report as of September 30, 2021 presented by Ariel McGahey, One Stop Operator.  It was 

highlighted that AJC foot traffic is still much lower than before the pandemic. As a result, staff is working with 

community partners to do community outreach and those numbers cannot be captured as foot traffic. Program 

leaders are working to develop a tracker to capture the numbers for the outreach efforts. A new customer survey 

system was launched in September. KPI reports are sent on a monthly basis to program managers allowing them to 

see where they are at and where there might be needs for improvement. 

• CSP Report:  CSP report presented by Aneadra Pearson, Project Director for Dynamic Workforce Solutions. CSP staff 

are reaching out to other areas to learn best practices for increasing activity on the National Dislocated Worker Grant. 

Outreach has been ramped up in the local area. CSP staff has been allowed to do a weekly training session that will 

end the last of October. OJT contract with Braden Health in Haywood County was highlighted. Shellonda Rucker,  

Dynamic Workforce Solutions Regional Director introduced herself to the board and provided an overview of the 

successes and challenges. It was noted that the MPCR will drag behind during the first two quarters due to the 

transition from Mid-Cumberland to Dynamic Workforce Solutions as the Career Service Provider. 

• Director Report:  Director’s report presented by Kena Hamm. Failures for Southwest on the most recent score card 

included Dislocated Worker median earnings and Youth credential attainment. Capturing credentials on youth 

enrollments will be a focus going forward. Best practices for Southwest were highlighted on the KPI report for 

Dislocated Worker, Apprenticeship and Jobs for Veterans. There is a discrepancy for justice involved enrollments; the 

report shows 5 however, VOS shows enrollments of 18. The discrepancy has been reported to the state. 

Discussion: Mike Smith, SWHRA Executive Director, asked Tracey Exum, ECD Regional Director and Haywood County Mayor, 

David Livingston to provide an update on Blue Oval City. Mayor Livingston stated that Blue Oval City will create 600 job 

opportunities with an additional 3000 available offsite. He has expressed to Governor Lee that there should be some local 

residents on the board for Blue Oval City. Board member, David Johnson asked if the entire project would be located in 

Haywood County. Mayor Livingston said that 94% of the mega site acreage lies in Haywood County and the remainder lies in 

Fayette County.  He stated that there will be a training facility built on the Blue Oval City site and there are plans to create an 

exit off of Interstate 40 that will connect to Highway 79. Mike Smith stated that the current office in Haywood County is small 

and probably inadequate to meet the needs coming with Blue Oval City. He encouraged the board to create a committee to 

look at locating another AJC office for Haywood County that is closer to the mega site. He stated that there should be 

additional money coming from TDLWD to be used for this purpose. Tracey Exum stated that all direction with regard to Blue 

Oval City is coming from the Governor’s office. She said that Governor Lee is leading everything related to Blue Oval City. 

Multiple suppliers to Ford have made contact requesting to have their facilities located on the mega site and that will be Ford’s 

decision. If Ford tells a supplier no as to colocation on the mega site, ECD is providing other site options within the local area. It 

was noted that there are approximately 10 certified sites in Southwest TN. Board Chair recognized Brownsville City Mayor 

Rawls. Mayor Rawls stated that it is a time for a unified front and time for workforce and infrastructure development. This is a 

regional project like this area has never seen before. It is important to have a strategic plan moving forward. 

Board Chair, Ben Ferguson opened discussion regarding information previously emailed to the board. The board is currently 

preparing to place a fourth Executive Director within three years. The board needs to look at the workforce development 

structure that keeps bringing substandard results and not being effective in the area the way it should be. The executive 

committee had an exit interview with outgoing Executive Director, Vicki Bunch. Ben and the executive committee have also 

had discussions with stakeholders, economic development professionals, training providers and with the CLEO, Decatur County 
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Mayor Mike Creasy. A handout was distributed outlining possible future options for restructuring the local workforce 

development system. There are decisions that the board can make and there are decisions that the LEO’s can make to develop 

a better system. Currently Southwest has the smallest board staff in the state but not necessarily the smallest workforce area 

in the state. Southwest also has the highest turnover in the state. Current local board staff wages lag other areas in the state. 

Southwest is currently one of two areas that operate with the local Human Resource Agency as the fiscal agent. Southwest is 

the only area in the West Region that does not operate as a 501c3 organization. Operating as a 501c3 structure allows creation 

of an independent workforce development organization. Performance by Southwest over the past few years has declined for 

several reasons. Overall, the current structure creates ways to make us fall short. When it comes to workforce development, 

Southwest is perceived as a non-entity. 

Tracey Exum stated that when recruiting a company to Southwest TN or growing and existing company, there are two things 

the company’s will be looking at. First is the site or building and second is the workforce. Someone in the Executive Director 

position should be able to speak about workforce strategies and have a real understanding of everything related to workforce. 

She said that one project in Haywood County was lost due to the workforce piece. With Blue Oval City coming, now is the time 

to have the conversation about building a strong workforce development system. 

 

Mandy White stated that a workforce development position was created for the Madison County Chamber due to the lack of 

confidence in the Southwest Workforce Development system. 

 

Ben stated that when talking with others about the comparison of working with Southwest versus other areas, it was noted 

that Southwest is more difficult to work with and slower to get things done. Ultimately, the relationships are not in place to get 

things off the ground and running.  

 

John Hodgson from TCAT-Jackson stated that they have a good working relationship with Northwest Workforce Board even 

though most of their work is within the Southwest area. It is apparent that Northwest is able to move things much quicker by 

comparison.  

 

Joe Stephens stated that it’s clear that Southwest is not doing things the right way and another area that is doing things the 

right way. We should be using that as a model. If we have models that are working, why are we not mirroring  that. Asked the 

question why staff wages are lagging behind other areas.  

 

Ben stressed that we have partners and service providers who are doing a good work but we need to be providing that 

concierge service to connect the dots. We need to come together today, look at the pitfalls and see where we can change 

directions as to how we move forward.  David Johnson agreed that education is a good start and the foundation for addressing 

the problems.  

 

Tim Ferguson asked if the purpose of the discussion is to take the fiscal agent responsibility away from Southwest Human 

Resource Agency. Ben Ferguson stated that it would be an option put before the board for consideration. It is not a decision 

that the board can make but rather the CLEO can make that decision. Tim asked if we would be having this discussion if Vicki 

Bunch had not resigned as Executive Director. Ben Ferguson stated that this is not a new issue and has been in discussion since 

2019. Tim Ferguson stated that he was not aware of any problem existing with Southwest HRA. 

 

Ben stated that he met with board staff. Kena Hamm and Lucy Locke are both in a position where they are extremely 

frustrated with the current structure. Examples are the working relationship with Southwest HRA (SWHRA) staff. During exit 

interviews with the past Executive Directors, this was cited as a major reason for their departure. It doesn’t appear that 

working under the current structure with SWHRA is one that we can be successful in. As board chair, Ben stated that he is 

going on the information provided by board staff, stakeholders, and the Regional Director. None of the problems are centered 

on the individuals involved, but more the operating structure. The federal funding continues to be less and the expectations 

continue to go higher. The state will continue pushing the expectations of the MPCR. Ultimately, SWHRA’s cost allocation will 
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not go down and most likely will continue to go up. The Ernst & Young report that came out in 2019 clearly outlined all of the 

issues that are being addressed at this meeting. 

 

Tim Ferguson questioned why nothing has been done sooner to resolve the issues. Ben Ferguson stated that he personally felt 

that it was most appropriate to allow all parties to work through the issues over time. Ben stated that now after 3 years of 

serving on the board, he has a reasonable grasp of how the program works and where it seems to breakdown for the local 

area. With SWHRA’s 7.75% cost allocation plan as fiscal agent, it leaves board staff with a large deficit in the operating budget. 

Allocating board staff time as program costs, has a negative effect on trying to reach the 40% Minimum Participant Cost Rate 

(MPCR). Also, out of the bucket of funds, the CSP and OSO must be paid. All of this structure prevents us from providing the 

services at the level needed. An outline was presented showing the organizational structure as it is today. Southwest board 

staff includes Kena Hamm as Interim Executive Director, Lucy Locke as Operations Manager and Mark Chandler as part-time 

Business Services Rep. Ben stated that too much is being asked of each staff member individually. WIOA is a very complex 

program. Staff is unable to devote any time to actual workforce development due to the requirements of monitoring, 

compliance, policy, administrative and finance. Ben acknowledged that Mike Smith assisted staff with removing some of the 

non-WIOA responsibilities. However, there remains to be tasks that are outside the scope of work. There continues to be no 

time available for staff to devote to actual workforce development. 

 

Ben said that being on the state workforce board allows him to see challenges that the other areas are having. Northwest has a 

staff of 11 currently and the region is very similar to Southwest. They have a great reputation with the state. Their fiscal and 

compliance is excellent. From an economic development and training provider standpoint, Northwest is good at what they do. 

Northwest already has a 501c3 set up called the Northwest TN Workforce Board Inc. That entity is solely focused on workforce 

development in their region. Southwest is not stable enough financially at this time to start up a 501c3. Ben spoke with 

Northwest Workforce Development Board Executive Director, Jennifer Bane to discuss the option of their organization serving 

as the fiscal agent and administrative entity for Southwest. This partnership would allow Southwest LWDB to potentially cut 

costs in half. It would allow the board to hire true professionals at top wages. Northwest is open to this partnership. The 501c3 

would have a split between Northwest and Southwest board members and LEO’s. They are open to changing the name to 

more reflective of both areas. The merger would only affect the indirect and fiscal side and Southwest would continue to 

operate as our own individual area. It would allow the board to have approximately 6 staff dedicated to workforce 

development in Southwest. All of this can be done without increasing cost. It would put board staff in a position of actually 

doing workforce development rather than just checking boxes. Ben opened the floor for questions. 

 

Joe Stephens asked, if we go with the proposed structure, how long will it take. Ben stated that it would take 60-90 days for 

implementation. Ben has put the concept before the state’s assistant commissioner because they would need to be a partner 

in this plan. The two main components would be switching over all contracts and making sure the cash flow transitions 

smoothly ensuring no funding gaps. 

 

David Johnson asked who would be the fiscal agent and Ben stated that the 501c3 organization would be the fiscal agent.  The 

Southwest board would operate the same as it does today except with more autonomy to focus on workforce development. 

Some of the staff would split time between both workforce areas. Each area will have a deputy director, financial coordinator 

and business services reps. Tim Ferguson asked where Northwest LWDB is located and Ben stated that the fiscal team operates 

in Dyersburg while all other staff work remotely. Local Southwest staff could work out of an office or remotely, whichever 

works most effectively for the staff.  

 

Ben stated that the Northwest Executive Director, Jennifer Bane would oversee the local Deputy Director and is very 

knowledgeable on policy and development of the local and regional plans. She is excited about what this structure could offer 

the entire region. Another positive would be the consistency of services that would be offered in both Northwest and 

Southwest LWDA. Additionally, the state is pushing for a regional approach to workforce development. In light of Blue Oval 

City, we can be more effective with a comprehensive strategy and this model would help us accomplish that. With a unified 

voice that encompasses 17 counties, we will have a bigger voice when it comes to funding opportunities. 
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Joe Stephens asked if the wages would be addressed with the merger. Ben stated that Northwest’s wage structure is at a 

higher level than it currently is for Southwest. The merger would allow staff higher wages and growth opportunities. Staff 

benefits would remain the same since Northwest operates under the same benefit structure. 

 

Mandy White stressed that most businesses don’t care about county lines so this model would make the entire region look 

more cohesive and provide more opportunities overall. She said this model would be more attractive from a recruitment 

standpoint. Ben stressed that this model would allow us to leverage staff time when working on a large project such as 

Manufacturing Day, Regional Job Fairs, etc. 

 

Mayor Livingston asked what the workforce board is getting for the administrative dollars given to Southwest Human Resource 

Agency. Mike Smith answered that there are 5 fiscal staff, 2 HR staff and 3 IT staff. The cost allocation of 7.75% received by 

SWHRA is approved by Department of Human Services annually. He stated that the board will continue to get the same 

amount of money no matter what and good luck with finding someone that will take less than 7.75%. Mike stated that 

ultimately it’s the responsibility of the mayors if it fails and we need to be careful. Ben responded that this is exactly why the 

proposal was not made to form a 501c3 but rather to join with Northwest as they have a proven track record of success. 

 

Mayor Livingston asked if we would get the same amount of services as we are getting now. Mike Smith stated that each of 

the admin staff mentioned earlier spends a portion of their time on the WIOA program. He stated that it is the most 

aggravating program that SWHRA runs and probably the most dysfunctional. Mayor Livingston asked how Northwest will be 

more effective at running the program. Ben Ferguson stated that Northwest is only focused on WIOA so 100% of their time is 

spent on workforce development. SWHRA instead runs several different programs aside from WIOA. 

 

Board member Stephens stated that he is hearing that with Northwest results come at a much quicker pace than with 

Southwest. John Hodgson provided an example of a jail program. In Northwest it all came together within a month. In 

Southwest, it took much more effort to get a jail program started and it took much longer. He stated that Northwest has the 

people to do the work and he does not understand why Southwest does not have the same capacity. Shellonda Rucker 

stressed that it takes an adequate number of board staff and they need more capacity in order to have enough resources. Kena 

Hamm reminded the board that board staff worked several months with only 3 members and now we are down to 2.  Current 

staff is aware of their responsibilities but struggle with the limitations of only 2 staff. Vonda Mathenia stated that she and Vicki 

Bunch had conversations about hiring additional staff but due to other issues, additional staff was never hired. 

 

Ben stated that the issue of hiring additional staff had been brought up when Dr. Gary Damon was Executive Director but was 

told that there was no funding to support additional staff. At a later date, Vicki Bunch was also told that the funding was not 

available to support additional staff salary as well. Christy McMahan stated that 3 years ago most all of board staff wages were 

charged to admin but over time and after talking with other areas, it has shifted to most of the wages being charged as 

program costs. It is relevant to the duties being performed. Ben pointed out the MPCR has been lower the past couple of 

years. Increasing operational cost to program funds ultimately affects MPCR negatively. 

 

Mandy White stated that of the nine workforce development areas in that state, the majority are following this same model so 

evidently it has been successful for other areas. It is not about personalities or deficiencies but more about getting the best 

results with the funding. 

 

Gem Bell stated that we seem to be on the right track with bringing Dynamic Workforce Solutions on board as CSP. However, 

now we have issues with the board staff side and SWHRA as fiscal agent. He heard the conversations with previous directors. 

Staff has always complained about the environment at SWHRA. Vicki was brought in and was a good choice for the position 

because of her reputation with area businesses and service providers. At her exit interview, she brought up the exact same 

issues as the previous directors. As board members, meetings happen quarterly but the board staff deal with the demands and 

issues day to day. At this point, politics should be left out of it and everyone should do what’s best for Southwest TN. The 
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board chairman has developed a plan. SWHRA needs the opportunity to develop a plan to say what they are going to do 

different. The board can make a recommendation but it’s up to the mayors to make a decision. We need to do something 

different. Ben stated that if we are going to sit down and do the same thing expecting different results, that’s just insanity. 

That’s exactly what we’ve been doing. There is no focus on any one individual but it’s about the structure. This current 

structure is not working. 

 

Mayor Livingston asked what services will Northwest offer that SWHRA does not offer now. Kena Hamm stated that being 

short staffed, it is impossible to cover all responsibilities adequately. Currently staff feels that they are simply putting out fires 

and taking care of the priorities only. Northwest is seasoned on all of the responsibilities required under WIOA and they have a 

team put together to handle all of those responsibilities. Ben acknowledged Lori Burdine, TN Pathways SW Regional 

Coordinator, who has knowledge of Northwest LWDB. She stated that Northwest saved quite a bit of administrative funds 

when moving from Dyersburg State Community College as the fiscal agent to a 501c3. The difference is not so much what 

SWHRA is providing, but more the cost of those services. 

 

Ricky King asked board chair what is being asked of the board. Ben stated that the only action that can be taken by the board is 

a vote of support for the proposed structure. If the board votes to approve the recommendation, the LEO’s could take it under 

advisement. The LEO’s could meet with Northwest and SWHRA to dig deeper in order to make an informed decision. It is not 

the board’s decision but their voice needs to be heard if they are to be successful. David Johnson made the motion to 

recommend the proposed restructure plan; Joe Stephens seconded. No discussion. Motion carried.  

 

Ben stated that they don’t feel comfortable about beginning the search for a new director until a decision is made by the 

LEO’s. The next item coming to a vote is on a business services contract extension with Mark Chandler. Prior to Vicki Bunch’s 

resignation, it was planned that a full-time business services representative would be hired. Mandy White suggested extending 

the contract and allowing the new director to make a decision about the position after coming on board. Mandy made a 

motion to allow Kena and Ben to discuss and draw up a contract extension based on agreement between them. Joe Stephens 

seconded. Motion carried.  

 

State workforce board meeting will be November 12th and streamed on YouTube. 

The next board meeting will be January 27, 2022. Board chair will communicate any decisions that are made by the CLEO based 

on the discussion today.  

 

Chester County Mayor Barry Hutcherson asked how long Northwest has been a 501c3 and what their track record is. Lori 

Burdine stated that Northwest incorporated around 2018. Ben stated that he was not aware of any findings associated with 

their fiscal operations. Gem Bell asked if board staff was required to work in the SWHRA offices. Ben stated that is not a 

requirement in the agreement but historically a preference of SWHRA.  

 

Adjourn: Mandy White made the motion to adjourn; All approved. Meeting adjourned at 1:31 pm. 

 

 

 
 
  
Motion to approve: _Adren Crawford___ 
 
Second by: __Dr. Jeff Sisk_______ 
 
Date: __01/27/2022_____ 
 


